Nondestructive tablet hardness testing by near-infrared spectroscopy: a new and robust spectral best-fit algorithm.
A new algorithm using common statistics was proposed for nondestructive near-infrared (near-IR) spectroscopic tablet hardness testing over a range of tablet potencies. The spectral features that allow near-IR tablet hardness testing were evaluated. Cimetidine tablets of 1-20% potency and 1-7 kp hardness were used for the development and testing of a new spectral best-fit algorithm for tablet hardness prediction. Actual tablet hardness values determined via a destructive diametral crushing test were used for construction of calibration models using principal component analysis/principal component regression (PCA/PCR) or the new algorithm. Both methods allowed the prediction of tablet hardness over the range of potencies studied. The spectral best-fit method compared favorably to the multivariate PCA/PCR method, but was easier to develop. The new approach offers advantages over wavelength-based regression models because the calculation of a spectral slope averages out the influence of individual spectral absorbance bands. The ability to generalize the hardness calibration over a range of potencies confirms the robust nature of the method.